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GIMMIE SHELTER!
Phoenixville, Pa March 5, 2008—Fast Shelter, a division of Sky Signs Balloons, Ltd
announces the addition of two new models the 950 and 950XT, to its inflatable structures
line. Company president, Dave Norris explains that the tremendous reception their original
models, the 450, 650 and 850 and the continuing request for an even larger structure led to
the design of the 950 series.
The model 950 is 25 feet long by 16 feet wide by 8.5 feet tall.
When not in use it packs into a canvas duffle bag 30 inches in
diameter. From duffle bag to fully inflated takes less than 2
minutes. Designed for easy portability, all of the Fast Shelter
models are perfect for workers who are subject to the whims of
Mother Nature.
Fast Shelters are designed to be used for many applications
including mobile body repair, window tinting and glass
replacement, interior restoration and auto detailing. Additionally,
the shelters are finding wide acceptance in industrial
applications such as new construction and plant maintenance. Recently six of the largest
shelters, the model 4000 (40 feet long) were shipped to Kuwait for use by the Kuwait Oil
Company.

As far as the effectiveness of a Fast Shelter, Roman Brzozowski of Elite Detail Service in
Northern Illinois says “the new 950xt inflatable shelter was put to the test when we washed
over 200 vehicles at the Chicago Auto Show in below
freezing temperatures heating it only with a small propane
heater”. Robert Errington from Brandon Mississippi
comments that “ I purchased a model 850 last week and had
a 12 hour job that ended up being outside work with the
shelter being my only protection. It was cold and windy and
I would have had to cancel the job without the shelter”.
Fast Shelter has been manufacturing shelters since 1998 and has produced over 500 in that
time. They are made in Phoenixville, Pa which is next door to Valley Forge National Park.
Sky Signs Balloons, Ltd has been manufacturing advertising inflatables since 1978. The
building in which the inflatables are made is a former Foundry originally constructed in the
1850s.
More information concerning Fast Shelter can be found at www.fastshelter.com.

